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Dr. Tom slips beside me at the wine bar I'd picked for our first date. He's 6 foot 4 of tall, smart, and smoldering.
I'm 5 foot 4 of swoon. Before we order a drink, we're exchanging saliva...on the tip of a cotton swab. Why? I
need a sample of his DNA before things get carried away.  
After years of dating disasters, I'd given up on finding love through friends and matchmakers. My job as a
flirting-with-30 dating columnist was like a rollicking romcom -- without the happy ending (or the make-out
scenes with Bradley Cooper!). So when a fellow writer mentioned a new dating site that involves matching
people's DNA, I thought it might make good fodder for another bad-date story. Little did I know it was about to
change my life.  
GenePartner.com is a straight-from-sci-fi site that analyzes couples' DNA compatibility. Simply swab your
suitor's cheek, send it to a lab in Switzerland (along with $99), and wait to hear if you're a match made in
genetic heaven. Why waste months wining and dining if your double helices just don't align?  
The theory behind DNA dating comes from the Sweaty T-shirt Experiment, by Swiss biologist Claus Wedekind.
He asked male volunteers to wear tee shirts sans deodorant for two days. A group of ladies then sniffed the
stinky shirts and ranked them by sexiness. Turns out, women lust for men whose immune-system genes (aka
major histocompatibility complex, or MHC for short) are different from their own.  
It's been suggested that we subconsciously gravitate toward guys with mix-and-match MHC because it can
make our future kids' immune systems stronger. Scientists believe immune-system diversity may also contribute
to higher fertility rates for couples. "Even if you don't want to have a child, it's an instinct," explains GenePartner
neurobiologist Tamara Brown, PhD. "You're biologically drawn to a person who is the best possible genetic
match." She says genetic compatibility creates that unmistakable sensation of chemistry we feel with certain
people.  
Clement Chow, PhD, a genetics researcher at Cornell University, confirms that humans can potentially detect
and "know" whether or not a partner is a good immune-system match. However, he cautions, this phenomenon
has been demonstrated primarily in mice. "Humans are complex," he explains. "We have all kinds of reasons
we are attracted to others. MHC profiles reveal nothing about romance." Fair enough. But I can't resist the lure
of having my genetic fortune told.  
When it comes to dating, I'm hesitant to be the aggressor. But this molecular manhunt gives me an excuse to
go wild. Armed with DNA test kits, my shyness slips away.  
I narrow my DNA dating spree to three bachelors: A doctor I've been crushing on, my gay BFF, and the chubby
bearded dude who stocks wine at my local Trader Joe's.  
First, I proposition the wine stocker. He's sporting a tropical shirt and a name tag that reads Thor (all names
have been changed). After my speech about how this is just a wacky thing to try, he gives a curt nod.  
Next? Clint, my gay BFF. He vows that if we're a match, we'll make pretty babies together as long as we don't
have to do it the old-fashioned way.  
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Finally, I contact Dr. Tom. We've met only once, when he treated a sick friend and handed us his card for
follow-up care. He was cute, but I was too shy to pounce. Since I have a fun excuse, I dig out his e-mail
address.  
"Would you like to get drinks and exchange DNA?" I type, explaining I'm researching a potential story. Within
minutes, he responds and agrees. My heart flutters. I'm not sure if he was too busy to read the DNA part or just
thinks I'm easy. I'm okay with either.  
Hours later, as he glides through the door, I realize I've picked my pony in this race. Suddenly, I'm nervous.
What if our genes don't play nicely together? "As a physician, I know there's no way this can be validated in the
next 50 years," he reassures me charmingly. "I'll be done dating by then...I hope."  
"What if we're a great match?" I ask.  
"Then, that's great!" he says.  
"You're great," I blurt. And that's when he kisses me. More saliva is exchanged. DNA test or no, I get the feeling
we might be a match.  
Two weeks later, a thick envelope arrives. I hold my breath and scan the reports. According to GenePartner, I'm
off-the-charts compatible with my gay pal Clint. We have a 98 percent chance of a successful pregnancy
(Mother Nature loves irony). Trader Thor and I aren't very compatible -- our "symmetry of attraction" is in the
DNA dumpster.  
As for Dr. Tom? Biologically speaking, we're "very attracted" to each other and our love child would be a genetic
Wunderkind.  
I know that the odds of falling in love with someone just because he has the right MHC are slim. But at the
moment, I'm too smitten to care. Tom's genes and mine have spent New Year's Eve, Valentine's Day, and even
Cinco de Mayo together.  
Ultimately, Tom and I didn't need DNA test results to certify our sparks. But without the excuse of this
experiment, I never would've had the guts to e-mail him. I'm hoping for a happy ending, but just in case, I have a
new pickup line ready to go: "So, how do you feel about science experiments?"  
[Photograph]: A quick cheek swab can reveal if his genetic code complements (or clashes with) yours. 
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